Derivatives

1 It is hard to tell the (….............)DIFFER between the twins as they're identical.
2 I received a large (….............) PACK in the post this morning.

3 I value my (…...............) INDEPENDENT highly, and so I enjoy living alone.
4 There was a very high (….................) ATTEND at yesterday's meeting.

5 The (…..................) PERFORM was a great success and the audience enjoyed
themselves.

6 She gives the (….........................) IMPRESS of being shy , but in fact she is quite
self-assured.

7 I have received no (…..................) CORRESPOND from David since he moved
away.

8 She was (…................) IGNORE of the fact that air pollution can cause so many
health problems.

9 The teacher made (…........................) REFER to a book we had been studying.
10 The noise from outside spoilt his (…..............) ENJOY of the performance.
11 The invention of personal computers was one of the greatest
(….............)ACHIEVE of this century.

12 He always offers his (…......................) ASSIST when he sees someone in
trouble.

13 The wedding (….....................) RECEIVE was held in a small hotel.
14 He has made a very (…..............) ATTRACT offer for our house.
Impersonal-Personal Construction

1 It is believed that a happy family is what everybody wants.

A happy family....................................................................................................
2 It is expected that this law will change sooner or later.

This law...............................................................................................................
3 It is alleged that she broke the law twice in only one week!

She......................................................................................................................
4 It is knownthat sheis hiding somewhere in the city.

She.....................................................................................................................
5 It is reported that the world leaders have reached an agreement.

The world leaders …..........................................................................................
Rewrite in the passive
1 Did they show the fire on the news?

…..............................................................................................
2 He has to tidy his room.

….............................................................................................
3 Don't let strangers deceive you.

….........................................................................................
4 They offered her a lift to the station.

…...........................................................................................

….............................................................................................
5 Will youhave completed the taskby Friday?

…................................................................................................
6 Whois going to welcome the guests?

…..................................................................................................
7 The police made her pay a heavy fine for illegal parking.

…..................................................................................................
8 Jason doesn't like people asking him personal questions.

…................................................................................................
9 Fiona hates people staring at her.

…................................................................................................
10 Do they collect the rubbish on a daily basis?

…..................................................................................................
Make passive sentences. Mind the tense!
1 A: Have they caught the thieves yet?
B: Yes, (two men/arrest/yesterday)

…..........................................................................
2 A: Did you build the garage yourselves?

B: No, (the garage/build /before we moved in)

….............................................................................
3 A: Why is Paul afraid of dogs?

B: (he/bite/a dog/when he was a little boy)

…...............................................................................
4 A: This room is a disgrace.

B: It (not/clean /for weeks)

…...............................................................................
5 A: Are you going to drive to work today?
B: No. (the car/not fix/yet)

…..................................................................................
6 A: Are you finished with the project?

B: No. (it/complete/by the end of the week)

…..................................................................................

